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Profitec pro 500 pid flow control

Free shipping for all orders over $75 The Profitec 500 w/pid is the latest upgrade to Profitec's popular espresso machine Pro 500. Features E-61 Grouphead: Profitec Pro 500 has a well-known and widely used E61 group head. PID: Profitec Pro 500 comes with standard PID equipment. Vibration pumps: Quiet, reliable and provide
optimum pressure when needed, Profitec pumps provide excellent performance and also have unique equipment to reduce the reverse pressure from the boiler, thus protecting the block. There are two professional gauges left indicating the pressure in the boiler, right, group head pressure gauge, while their coffee maker is an excellent
feedback tool which helps you better understand your machine and improve your final results. No steam burns and hot water wands: no steam-burning fixtures and hot water wands that can handle without worrying about scolding your hands. In addition, the milk does not stick to two steam wands, two walls as much as normal. Water
sensor: Level control cuts off electrical circuits if water is low with a microprocessor that automatically controls the level of water tanks and boilers. A low water level warning will tell you when you need to refill. Please note: For proper operation, water with mineral content is required. Manual flow control: The manual flow control device in
this Profitec Pro 500 allows you to control the flow rate of your espresso extraction. Experimenting with flow rates allows one experiment with espresso isolation at variable flow rates, making it possible to increase the flow of water pumped or slope down depending on the coffee type and taste intended to be extracted. N/A Group-Type
E61 Manufactured in Italy Produce Profitec Material Stainless Steel Polished Max Cup- Height 3.25 Inch NSF-Certified N / Number 1 Boiler Group Number 1 OPV N / A PID Yes Pod-and Capsule No Compatible Portafilter-baskets Total Single, Double Portfiltera Size 58mm Before Infusion Standard E61 Program N/A Removable Vibration
Type Pump - Water Tank Yes Solenoid Valve Yes Steam-Wand-Type Traditional Control Volts Traditional 110 /120 V Warm-up Time 15 min Total Water Filter N/A Water Tank Inside 3 L Watt Water Tank 1400WPlest click here for warranty information  Subscribe to our newsletter: Stay up-to-date with the latest news on Caffe Tech
products and services, Profitec Pro 500 is a heat exchanger espresso machine with a large 2-liter boiler, group head, E61, internal reservoir and surprisingly quiet vibration pump. There's also a PID tucked behind a drip tray. For latte lovers out there who want a perfectly smooth pair of 16oz lattes in the morning in less time than used to
brush their teeth. Once you have a stable guest, the temperature of this espresso machine and the steam power below will not let your guest's cappuccino stay in the cold. The Pro 500 is the first heat exchanger we've ever fallen in love with here at Clive, we come for steam, but we live for temperature stability and impeccable design. In
the tests, we found that you can pull an excess of 6 double shots on this without dipping below 198°F if that doesn't make you survive. When it comes to those who love steamed milk drinks and want to pull pictures of espresso for their guests, there is no easier guide. Don't forget to watch our overview video if you haven't already watched
the video yet.  What includes stainless steel 58mm tamperDouble-spouted commercial portafilterSingle-spout basket portafiltersingle commercial basket basket blind basket basket Two hole steam tip brush automatic barista starter kit (courtesy of Clive)3-year piece and labor guarantee! Supplied by Clive Coffee Details PID Controller Heat
Exchanger E61 Beer Group Boiler and High-end Steam Pump Pressure Gauge 'Non-Combustible' and Automatic Hot Water Wand Shut Down By Way of Low Water Sensor Removable Cup Boiler Tray: Stainless Steel, 2 L Reservoir: 3 L With Low Water Sensor, BPA free drip tray: 32oz height: 15.5 in (14.1 in with cup rail removed) Width:
11.9 mm In depth: 14.1 in Weight: 51 lb housing material: Stainless steel drip tray: Stainless steel drip tray cover: Stainless steel drip tray: Stainless steel drip tray: 32 oz drain tray: no reservoir reservoir or plumbing : Reservoir capacity: Material 3 l/ 100 oz: Free removable BPA plastic: Yes, low water Shutoff: Yes, wand material: no
steam, no burning steam Yes, the wand movement: sculpture, full rotation, steam pit tip: 2 extra steam tips: yes temperature control: digital temperature control, beer temperature adjustment: Fahrenheit or Celsius) Adjustable boiler: Display type: LCD display can be disabled: no integrated shot timer: no built-in/off timer: no display cleaning
notification: no pre-infusion: no immersion: No flow profile: No volume measurement: No pressure gauge: 2, Pressure Pump &amp; Boiler Pressure Cup Warmer Tray Material: Stainless Steel Portafilters &amp; Modified Materials: Chrome Plated Brass Type: Commercial 58mm Portafilters Included: 2 (Single and Double Spout) Basket
Included: Single, Double Disc and Backflush for Tamper Cleaning Included: Yes Group Head Type: E61, Lever Activated Maintenance RNEx Full Circle or Cafiza Backflush Detergent Boiler Material: Stainless Steel Boiler Size: N/A Boiler Size: 2 L/ 67.6 oz Power Boiler: N/A Power Boiler: Boiler 1400 W Automatic Filling: Yes Insulation:
Yes, access to velcro wrap heating element: side pump type (boiler is horizontal): Recommended Vibration Brewing Pressure: 9 Bar Adjustable Beer Pressure: Yes Clive Warranty Guarantee: 3 years Other Details Application Introduction: Home or Office Commercial Certification: No Plug Type: Installation Guide, Standard Product Guide
15 Amps Video? There's also a PID tucked behind a drip tray. For latte lovers out there who want a perfectly smooth pair of 16oz lattes in the morning in less time than used to brush their teeth. Once you have a stable guest, the temperature of this espresso machine and the steam power below will not let your guest's cappuccino stay in
the cold. The Pro 500 is the first heat exchanger we've ever fallen in love with here at Clive, we come for steam, but we live for temperature stability and impeccable design. In the tests, we found that you can pull an excess of 6 double shots on this without dipping below 198°F if that doesn't make you survive. When it comes to those who
love steamed milk drinks and want to pull pictures of espresso for their guests, there is no easier guide. Don't forget to watch our overview video if you haven't watched the video &gt;The bar has been officially raised, iDrinkCoffee.com very proud to know North America, Profitec Espresso Profitec is a brand that has imported Italian-made
machinery into Germany since 1985. Profitec Heidelberg produces an espresso machine where no details are overlooked. The building quality of these machines is unbelievable and must be seen as appreciated. Profitec 500 w/pid is the latest upgrade to Profitec's popular espresso pro 500 coffee machine, it has a group head E61, PID
controller, vibration pump, stainless steel boiler, double wall steam and hot water sleeve and beautiful stainless steel surface. Please note that we are unable to deliver Profitec products to the U.S.Single and Double Spout Portafilters7g and 14g Basket Filter Brush Cleaning Brush Self Cleaning Guarantee: 2g Years of parts and labor Who
provides a warranty for this product?: iDrinkCoffee.com is a service center licensed for Profitec VIM eligible: Yes! This product includes our very important machinery services. If your product needs service during the warranty period, we will pay the shipping cost to deliver the product to us. We will issue you a prepaid label and arrange for
the courier to collect the parcel. With our VIM program, your machine also receives priority service for repair. What we ask is that you keep the original packaging material for transportation safety*E61. It is well known for its temperature stability, durability and ease of use. Large 2L BoilerA Heat Exchanger Stainless Steel Boiler with Heat
Exchanger, which allows simultaneous brewing of coffee and milk bubbles. This digital controller is expertly hidden under the drip tray and allows you to change the boiler temperature while dramatically improving the overall temperature stability, while also not necessarily adding the cooling process often demanded by the PID heat
exchanger espresso machine, useful when making special coffee to bring out their taste by testing at different temperatures. Manual flow control, manual flow control device in this Model Profitec Pro 500 allows you to control the flow rate of your espresso extraction. Experimenting with flow rate allows one experiment with espresso
isolation at variable flow rate, making it able to increase the flow of pump water or ramp down depending on the coffee type and taste intended to be extracted, the Vibrating Pump Quick, reliable and delivering the right pressure when needed. They are an excellent feedback tool which helps you better understand your machine and
improve your final results. No steam burn and hot water wand, the machine is equipped with no steam burning and a hot water wand that can be handled without worrying about scolding your hands. In addition, the milk does not stick to two steam wands, two walls as much as normal. The Level water sensor control cuts the electrical
circuit if the water is low, with the microprocessor that controls the level of the water tank and the boiler automatically. Please note: For proper operation, water with mineral content is required. AccessoriesA Profitec machine comes with two portafilters, tamper blind basket, brush, cleaning cloth and manual kit, depth 44.7 cm, height 39.3
cm, weight 50 lb, width 30.2 cm, material, stainless steel boiler, boiler size, 2l, heat exchanger boiler, color, stainless steel cup. Passive Warm Type Easy To Change Pressure Beer N/A Type Group E61 Made in Italy Material Manufacturer Profitec Polished Stainless Steel Max Cup Height 3.25 Inch NSF Certification N/A Number of Boilers
1 Group Number 1 OPV N/PID Yes Pods &amp; Capsules Compatibility no single integrated Portafilter basket, Double Portafilter 58mm Pre-Soaked Standard E61 Programmable N/A Pump Type VibrationAl Water Tank Yes Solenoid Valve Yes Traditional Type Steam Wand Control Traditional Volts 11 0 / 120 V Warm Up Time 15
Minutes Integrated Water Filter N/A Water Tank Inside Water Tank 3L Watts 1400 WProduct CodeSa-PRO-PT500-FC Official Water Tank  iDrinkCoffee.com very proud to know North America, Profitec Espresso Profitec is a brand that has imported Italian-made machines into Germany since 1985, now they have brought their rich
experience and expertise to build their own brand of espresso machines and impressive results. Profitec Heidelberg produces an espresso machine where no details are overlooked. The building quality of these machines is unbelievable and must be seen as appreciated. Profitec 500 w/pid is the latest upgrade to Profitec's popular
espresso pro 500 coffee machine, it has a group head E61, PID controller, vibration pump, stainless steel boiler, double wall steam and hot water sleeve and beautiful stainless steel surface. Please note that we cannot ship Profitec products to the United States. Data Mode = Questions &gt; The bar has been officially raised.
 iDrinkCoffee.com very proud to know North America, Profitec Espresso Profitec is a brand that has imported Italian-made machines into Germany since 1985, now they have brought their rich experience and expertise to build their own brand of espresso machines and impressive results. Heidelberg produces a line of espresso machines
where no details are overlooked. The building quality of these machines is unbelievable and must be seen as appreciated. Profitec 500 w/pid is the latest upgrade to Profitec's popular espresso pro 500 coffee machine, it has a group head E61, PID controller, vibration pump, stainless steel boiler, double wall steam and hot water sleeve
and beautiful stainless steel surface. Please note that we cannot ship Profitec products to usa&gt;.&gt;
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